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Headmaster’s blog…..  

Dear Parents, 

I hope that all have enjoyed a good week. We have been hugely impressed by the Year 8 who 
have had their first taste of mock examinations. Although it has been a week that has challenged 
and drained them, it is a very important staging post in preparation for the successes they will 
achieve in the Summer ahead. We have also completed a number of pre-tests in the past week 
and the children have conducted themselves admirably. I am delighted that we have already had 
one success from Harrow and I expect more good news to follow in the days ahead. 

We are nearing December and all will be aware of the busy and packed calendar of events that 
follows. Unbelievably, the Nativities are only approximately ten sleeps away! However, before 
then we have a visit by Martin Priestley, Headmaster from The Leys joining us for Saturday  
surgery tomorrow at 9.00 am, followed by an Academic Enrichment lecture delivered by Oundle 
on Monday. The highlight next week will be the Year 5 & 6 production on Thursday with another 
Informal Concert on Friday.  

I look forward to seeing many parents tomorrow and wish everyone else a very good weekend. 

With best wishes, 
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Matters of the Moment……

Lighting of the OBH Christmas Tree
Monday, 2nd December 5.30 pm

Old Buckenham Hall welcomes you to our Lighting of 
the Christmas tree with Carols from 5.30 pm on  
Monday 2nd December. We are very lucky to have some 
members of Long Melford Silver Band coming to play a 
few carols for us, while you all enjoy a mince pie and 
some mulled wine. We hope you will also 
join us in singing a few carols, as we turn on 
the lights for our lovely outdoor tree. We will 
gather just outside Main Reception on the 

front lawn, when Years 5-8 will join us at a slightly earlier finish 
time.  Please do bring a torch! 

The band are raising money for the East Anglian Air 
Ambulance this year, so even though we will be making a 
donation from the school, we have asked them to bring some 
donation boxes in case some of you would also like to donate 
to this most worthy cause. 

We look forward to seeing you there... 

Driving on the grass 
Please, could all parents take care not to 
drive on the grass verges when driving up 
the main drive. The grounds staff are 
working hard to preserve the grounds 
and at this time of year, it is particularly 
hard to keep the grounds in good order.  

The driveway between Main School Car 
Park and Pre-Prep Car Park is One Way. 

Please can parents be courteous to other 
drivers i.e. If there is a car driving towards 
you either from Main School car park or  
from Pre-Prep end of drive, please wait 
for them to pass.   

We thank you for your understanding. 

FINAL CALL FOR CHRISTMAS SHOEBOXES! 

The deadline for Christmas Shoeboxes for 
children in Moldova and Romania is 
MONDAY 25th  NOVEMBER. 

Thank you to everyone who has already 

dropped off a box! 

Driveway Care 

Christmas Shoe Boxes 
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News from Stable Yard… 

This week, the children have enjoyed spending 
lots of time reading; there are so many  
opportunities at school to dip into a good 
book, re-visit a favourite or even share some 
reading time with a friend.  

Each of the classes have a Library slot; the  
children are always incredibly enthusiastic 
about these times. In prep this week, the Year 
3s thought about their best loved picture and 
chapter books and created a top 10 to recommend to their friends. 

We always look forward to a visit from the older children – Thank you to 
Mrs Bolton and Mr Barrett, who brought their classes to spend Tuesday 
morning with us. It was wonderful to see the younger readers sharing 
with such enthusiasm and confidence. Indeed, the joy that reading can 
bring is clear during the morning sessions when the children often erupt 
into laughter as we hear extracts from Casper Candlewack stories, the 
latest from David Baddiel and the ever-popular Roald Dahl.  

Here are some of the recommendations from the children: 

Clarice Bean - Don’t Look Now. Charlotte says this is phenomenal in 
every way! 

The Twits – Teddi thinks this is the funniest book in the world! 

The Tale of Peter Rabbit. Victoria loves this story as it is sweet and 
emotional. 

Mr Penguin adventures are one of Elijah’s favourites as they are very 
funny. 

Emilia likes stories about horses; she recommends Bright Star as it is full 
of kindness 

Kit is a huge fan of the Casper Candlewack stories as they are about very 
funny adventures 

Imogen recommends Foal in the Fog because it is mysterious, fun and 
exciting. If you love animals, you will enjoy this. 

Gus chose Dog Star and thinks it is a lovely book 

If you feel like a Christmas story, Kirsty has enjoyed reading Winter Tales. 
This is a collection of short stories that let your mind flow. 

Thank you to Victoria for sharing her  
delicious birthday cake with us all. We also 
wished William a very Happy Birthday. 

….magic is in the air……Thank you so much 
to all the mummies and daddies who have 
embraced the joy of our fairy garden and 
provided bulbs, flowers and all sorts of 
lovely accessories.  

Last Friday we celebrated Mercury Charity 
day. In the Middle School, everyone had 
great fun in their rainbow groups as they 
explored the theme of friendship and how 
we can all develop the values that are  
intrinsic to life at OBH.  Thank you to  
Mr Gillott and Mercury house for a  
wonderful day.  

We wish you all a restful weekend. Mrs 
Rice, Mrs Lee, Mr Pascalides, Mr Gillott and 
the Middle School team. 
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Mercury Charity Day  
What a success it was!  

As a House we decided that we would like to 
support Over The Rainbow Children’s Charity 
which is a local organisation who do fantastic 
work raising in raising funds to help disabled 
children and their families.  Bev Lambert, the 
Charity’s founder, visited us in assembly to 
tell us all about the charity and then we 
thought it would be a great idea to hold a 
colourful non-uniform day, Rainbow Hunt 
and a Rainbow Coin Challenge on the Pre-
Prep playground to raise funds and aware-
ness. 

As Friday came round, the children turned up in their brightest clothes 
with bags of coins and as you can see from the pictures, the effort was 
phenomenal.  We haven’t finished the final count yet but there was a 
total of 55kg of coins measuring an estimated 400m end to end by the 
time we had finished.  Jupiter, were crowned the worthy winners of 
the challenge and were rewarded with a giant cookie to celebrate in 
this week’s house meeting. 

Mercury House would like to thank everyone for all their help and 
generosity. 

. 
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Musicians visit to Melford Court 

On Monday afternoon five musicians visited the Melford Court Care 
Home in Long Melford. Ilyssa and Charlie from Year 7, and Helena, Issy 
and Flossie from Year 6, entertained the residents with a fabulous  
programme of music. The children all performed beautifully to a very 
appreciative audience. They were outstanding ambassadors for the 
school. 

Primary Mathematics Challenge 
Last week, all of Year 5 and 6 took part in the primary mathematics 
challenge. Everyone tried extremely hard puzzling out some very tricky 
problems, and should be very proud of their efforts and perseverance.  

The following children received awards – Oscar (Gold), Bertie (Silver), 
Edward Ack (Silver), Rory (Silver), Matteo (Bronze), Isabelle B (Bronze) 
and Algy (Bronze).  
Mrs Miller 

. 

The eagerly anticipated World of Work talk 
presented by Terry Devine-King took place 
this week.  What an incredible auditory and 
visual feast greeted us in The Ives Studio. 

As an audience we experienced how the 
music within films helps to tell 
the story and evoke an  
emotional reaction to events.  
How Jaws could be seen in a 
more less terrifying light just 
by changing  the music  
certainly was thought  
provoking. 

Terry’s extensive and impressively varied 
career in the music industry has inspired 
our talented musical pupils to continue to 
work hard and explore their passions.  After 
years of hard work, slowly building up  
contacts and extending venues for  
performances we are confident that there 
are many candidates who will be linked to 
the world famous Abbey Studios in the  
future.   

What a magnificent presentation we  
enjoyed, thank you for the detailed and 
stimulating evening. 

World of Work 
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Boarding……….. 

Boys’ & Girls’ Houses 

A quieter week has been had by all upstairs with the need for plenty of 
sleep for the Year 8’s who have been completing their exams. At the 
beginning of the week we listened to a wonderful talk about the music 
industry from Terry Devine-King and the extraordinary compilations of 
music that have been put together by him which add to the special 
effects within all films. These exciting accomplishments do show the 
children that anything is possible if they believe in themselves and 
work hard and we very much appreciate all of the talks given to the 
children throughout the term. 

Another birthday will be celebrated tonight for Jiaqi who celebrates his 
12th birthday with lovely cakes, pizzas and a huge chocolate cake. The 
birthday season continues throughout the term helping the festivities 
of the season ahead.  

Dorm Christmas Decorations 
On this note it is intended that the Christmas Dorm 
Decoration competition will begin in the final two 
weeks. Therefore, boarders will need to bring in their 
decorations from home after the Exeat weekend and 
begin decorating on Monday 2nd December and so 
could we possibly ask that any lights are battery  
powered only.  

We are looking forward also to FIRESIDE which will 
take place during the final week for those that are boarding on that 
specific evening and dates will be confirmed for this evening next 
week. 

To finish the week at the end of the exams, the boys and girls’ houses 
were treated to hot chocolate and giant cookies on Friday evening up-
stairs as a reward for their endeavours throughout the week. It was 
great to chat with the boys and the girls about their experiences and to 
see them being able to rest and relax.  

emma.easdale@obh.co.uk 

tracey.thornton@obh.co.uk 

rob.miller@obh.co.uk 

mark.warrington@obh.co.uk 

And…. Don’t forget the Circus Weekend!  
Please do book in for this razzle dazzle 
weekend!  Details  below and attached 
poster: 

The Circus comes to OBH on Saturday 7th 
December and if you wish to book in for the 
afternoon and evening then please see the 
details on the attached invitation.  It prom-
ises to be a totally tumbling,  
tantalising, magical weekend with the 
chance to show off your  
wonderful costumes, juggling skills and 
much, much, more. 

Circus In-Weekend 
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Weekend Boarders 

The weekend boarders had another busy and fun packed weekend of 
trips and activities.  On Friday evening we had some well-deserved 
downtime, although some of the Year 8 children decided to revise a 
little before joining us in the common room for sing-along to classic 
Disney songs as well as the usual games of ping-pong and pool.  We 
then headed off to the kitchen to pick pizza toppings for our supper, 
they were very tasty as was the apple strudel and cream for pudding.  

Saturday started with a lovely full English breakfast before we headed 
out for our day at Africa-Alive in Kessingland.  It was a chilly but dry day 
and we enjoyed meeting the animals, and attended the Red River Hogs 
talk, they were very happy in their muddy field snaffling about.   
Watching the aardvarks being fed was another highlight, as was seeing 
the lions and giraffes.  We had a great time visiting the pygmy goats 
and Cameroon sheep, who were all very friendly and happy to be fed, 
although some tried to nibble our lunch bags.  The Fennec fox and  
Bat-Eared fox were happy to be snuggled up under their heat lamp 
asleep, however the lemurs and meerkats were great fun.  We ended 
by visiting the various birds, the owls were happy in their boxes  
keeping watch and the flamingos paddling around.   

We returned to OBH for a nice relaxed evening, and after a supper of 
Szechuan chicken some of us worked on our K-pop moves, before 
settling down to enjoy a movie, sing-along Mama Mia.  Time for baths 
and beds, calls home and a good night’s sleep.  

After breakfast on Sunday we attended the service at Rattlesden 
Church and then back to OBH to change into homes clothes.  We 
walked through the woods to the village and spent an hour playing on 
the swings to work-up an appetite for a rather special Sunday lunch at 
Brettenham Village Hall to join in with the village Moroccan Lunch.  The 
children were all stuffed, we had four courses, all of them delicious and 
huge portions.  The chicken was especially tasty, and the sticky date 
pudding was a very popular choice.  A huge thank you to all the  
volunteers who cooked and especially to Carrie, who arranged the 
event.   After eating for three hours we walked-off the lunch and  
headed back to OBH, time for a little more revision and try out a song 
for the boarders fireside evening, we 
think that we have decided and picked 
our song at last.   

Next weekend we are off to crazy golf and 
then to the cinema to see Frozen 2 in 
Bury St Edmunds.   

. 
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Roll up, Roll up, The Circus is coming to OBH 

Watch the show—then give it a go…! 

SATURDAY 7th DECEMBER FROM 3.30 PM 

(Collect 9.30 am Sunday) 

rsvp:  emma.easdale@obh.co.uk 

A NIGHT AT THE CIRCUS 
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Pre-Prep … Matters of the Moment 
A Peek at our Week………………. 

The Little Raindrops and Sunbeams have been learning 
about and celebrating our differences. They have also 
been singing lots of nursery rhymes as it is 'nursery 
rhyme week'. Not only that, but they have been keeping 
warm in the woods with the fire pit and learning how to 
stay safe around campfires.  

Rainbow class have been really enjoying their story 
writing this week. We discussed the important elements 
of a story (character, setting and an exciting event), then 
planned, mapped out and wrote our very own stories! 
The imagination Station in our classroom has also been 
very popular, with lots of fantastic role-playing, dressing 
up and narrative play.  

Another lovely week in Starlights. We have spent some 
time this week celebrating all the wonderful things 
about ourselves. We are beginning to create a kindness 
quilt, be sure to pop in and see some of the lovely, kind 
acts that Year 1 have been caught doing.   

Dragonflies have been busily rehearsing the Nativity, we 
have lots of budding thespians!  In ICT the class complet-
ed wonderful collages on turtles which are now proudly 
on display in the classroom. 

Stars of the Week 
Very well done to our Stars of the Week :  

Dragonflies  Logan & Lauren 
Starlight Daisy 
Rainbows Ivor 
Sunbeams &   Rosie 
Little Raindrops 

We welcomed Mr. Drake at our Star of the 
Week presentation who was delighted to 
come and see the children in Pre-Prep 

For once we have no birthdays to celebrate 
this week but definitely we will be next 
week! 

Happy Birthday! 

www.obh.co.uk
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This week in Pre-Prep….. 

The Pre-Prep children in Jupiter House had a 
very special 'House Party'. They had won the 
most recent House competition, earning 
themselves a well deserved and gigantic 
cookie made by the wonderful kitchen. They 
had a little dance party during 'Golden Time' 
followed by very generous helpings of the 
giant cookie. There were lots of very sticky 
smiles all round! 

Jupiter House Party 
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From the Director of Sport….. 

Parents Match Saturday 7th December
We are very much looking forward to hosting our termly set of Parents 
matches. In order for us to put the teams together, we will need you to 
email the staff below to book your place. We hope that as many of you 
as possible can play, please no ‘outside ringers’, just parents.  
Refreshments will be served throughout the afternoon. 

Girls U11 Hockey 1.30 pm-2.15 pm -  hannah.phillips@obh.co.uk 
Girls U13 Hockey 2.30 pm – 3.15 pm – nick.drake@obh.co.uk 

Boys U11 Football  1.30pm  rob.miller@obh.co.uk 
Boys U13 Football 1.30 pm  andrew.swiney@obh.co.uk 

Girls’ Sport:  Hockey 
1st VII v Culford School
WOW! What a fantastic game this turned out to be. The girls were fired 
up having exercised their brains in exams all day! The pre-match talk was 
all about ball speed, and ‘see pass give pass’ and within the first ten 
minutes, we had scored three fantastic goals. All executed from the back 
and clinically put away by our centre forward. At the beginning of the 
season, we talked about fast ball speed, accurate passing and physicality. 
The girls displayed all of these attributes which ultimately ended in total 
dominance. What a fantastic performance by the entire squad, one game 
to go! 

U13B v  Culford 
On a bitterly cold afternoon at Culford, the U13B were keen to perform, 
but were quickly down a few goals. Culford had pace on the attack and 
skills which initially foxed the defence, but after a short corner was given 
in OBH's favour, the girls scored and we were narrowing the gap again. It 
was a tough match, played in tough conditions, but spirits were high and 
in the last quarter the girls scored three more goals and whilst it was not 
enough to win the match, it certainly felt like we had! 9-4 win for Culford 
but a testament to teamwork and perseverance. Well played, girls.  

U11A v Culford 
The U11As hosted Culford and St John’s on Wednesday. These were well 
contested matches in which all teams fought hard. Against Culford we 
went down a goal initially and then equalised before half time. With a 
boost in confidence the team went on to score the winning goal,  
finishing the game 2-1. Against St John’s, who were already warm having 
only just played Culford, OBH worked tirelessly and went out with the 
intention to be firing on all cylinders. However, St John’s took the initial 
lead and we were two nil down at half-time. In true spirit for this  
tenacious team they got a goal back from open play. And with continued 
pressure scored the equalising goal in the final ten seconds. A two all 
thriller to finish the day. 

OBH faced Culford first and knew that it was 
going to be a hard game and it absolutely 
was! Culford started fast and OBH were  
always on the chase after Culford scored an 
early goal. The home team struggled to 
move the ball around and clear it out due to 
excellent play by Culford. A disappointing 
performance so all to prove in the following 
match against St John’s. 

After having a 20 minute break whilst  
Culford played St John’s, the girls tried to 
keep moving to stop them getting too cold 
in the freezing conditions and OBH started 
the game positively. An unfortunate slip of 
concentration enabled St John’s to score the 
only goal of the game but a much better 
performance by all. 

The first match against Culford saw the OBH 
C team having a tough start so two targets 
were set at half-time: keep the ball wide and 
look up! With these in place, better passes 
were made, the team spirit was stronger 
and communication between players 
improved. Although the final score was a 5-0 
loss, it was a great opportunity for the team 
players to reflect on their skillset and aware-
ness of the game.  

The second match against St John's proved 
to be a better suited match in terms of  
ability. The confidence boost came when 
OBH scored a goal in the first half, and it 
was with great delight to witness a second 
goal scored by OBH in the second half of the 
match. Despite another loss (3-2) the girls 
persevered, remained positive in the cold 
and kept going even things became tough. I 
was very proud of them.

www.obh.co.uk
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From the Director of Sport….. 
Boys Sport 
1st XII v Culford 
On Wednesday OBH played against Culford. This was a game that would 
depict how far the boys have come on this season. The first game of the 
season against Culford saw the boys go down 6-1 and to better that 
would show how much the boys have developed. The game started off 
slowly and poor focus in defence allowed the Culford attack score a  
number of early tries. OBH started moving up the gears and were able to 
score a couple of well worked tries to go into the half 5-2 down. In the 
second half OBH needed to put more pressure on their defence to force 
more errors and to be more aggressive in the rucks and mauls. OBH 
started off the half with the right mentality and were dominant for the 
first five minutes. The boys were able to score a couple more tries how-
ever, Culford moved the ball to the wings at pace to score a few more 
tries. The boys should be very proud of their performance even though 
they lost the game 9-4.  

2nd XII v Culford 
This was another tough task for the OBH 2nd team. They found them-
selves on the back foot, as their opponents attacked with speed and  
aggression right from the outset. Missed tackles did not make life any 
easier and the home side ran in some impressive tries in the first half. To 
their credit, OBH regrouped and did their utmost to stay competitive. 
They did retain more possession and moved the ball forwards with  
purpose. Unfortunately, mistakes at the breakdown, gifted the ball back 
to a side who made the most of counter-attack opportunities. That being 
said, it was a much improved performance from the seconds, as they 
battled all the way to the finish. Their efforts were rewarded with a try of 
their own right on the final whistle. 

U11A v Culford 
The boys started positively with two early tries as the opposition sorted 
themselves out and then began to play some wonderful attacking rugby. 
They passed the ball down the line releasing their quicker runners who 
were able to score good tries in the corners. Throughout the afternoon 
our boys contested the rucks and mauls with great success and made 
some wonderful cover tackles to stop the opposition from scoring. At the 
other end of the rugby field, we continued to mount pressure through-
out the game and scored two really good tries. Some passing down the 
narrow side and continuous support and off-loading allowed the boys to 
attack from deep in our half and score a wonderful try in the corner at 
the other end. The effort and commitment of the team was again superb 
and the boys cannot be faulted on their enthusiasm. However, with the 
final game of the season coming up soon, it will be important to finish on 
a strong note and allow the ball to reach the wings more often so that 
opportunities created, through hard work and endeavour, can be  
translated into more wonderful moments when crossing the line.  

Well done, again boys on a good win and continue to unleash your po-
tential as a team in the remaining fixture. 

This was a very open and enjoyable game 
with lots of free-flowing rugby. The wider 
pitch gave both teams more space to exploit 
and Culford had the better of the earlier 
exchanges. However, some strong running 
saw us draw level before conceding an easy 
try before half time. 

The second half saw more strong tackles 
and great off-loads from both teams. Sadly, 
despite our aggressive running and tackling, 
we presented the ball too readily in contact 
and we lost possession allowing the visitors 
to extend their lead. 

This was a good performance against a good 
opposition and it was an exciting match for 
the spectators.  

Mr Bolt and his team will be running a 
Sports camp at school on Tuesday 17th  
December, 9.30am- - 3.00 pm. The camp at 
this time of year is usually very popular and 
a good opportunity to keep physically active 
in the middle of winter! 

It is open to all children in Years 3-8 and the 
cost remains £30 for the day. A fun day is 
planned with lots of Dodgeball, Benchball, 
Corner-Hockey, Football, Tennis and time on 
Rory’s place to name a few. Any questions, 
or to register your child, please email 
josh.bolt@obh.co.uk . Thank you!  

U10A v Culford 

Sports Camp 
17th December 
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